Introduction
Eurocode 3 provides design rules for the assessment of lateral torsional buckling (LTB) of beams in bending in clause 6.3.2 of EN 1993-1-1 [1] . Alternatively, the code allows LTB to be assessed by performing Geometrically and Materially Nonlinear Analyses with Imperfections of beams. For carrying out such GMNIA calculations, the size and shape of the equivalent geometric imperfection is given in clause 5.3.4(3) of EN 1993-1-1. The shape is prescribed as an equivalent initial bow of the weak axis of the section considered, excluding torsion of the cross-section. This comes down to the weak axis flexural buckling (FB) mode. The size is prescribed as k·e 0,d where k is a factor having as recommended value k = 0.5 and e 0,d is the initial local bow imperfection given in Table 5 .1 of EN 1993-1-1. This initial local bow imperfection depends on column length, relevant buckling curve and the type of cross-section check used (elastic or plastic). The design values of the initial local bow imperfections as given in Table 5 .1 of EN 1993-1-1 are under debate [2] . In [2] it is shown that the values specified are sometimes unconservative and a new proposal [3] has been made and adopted for inclusion in the next version of EN 1993-1-1. In the new proposal, the initial local bow imperfection also depends on yield stress level besides on column length, relevant buckling curve and the type of cross-section check used. Further restricting design rules are given for the case that a plastic cross-section check is used. As an alternative to the initial local bow imperfections of Table 5 .1 of EN 1993-1-1 and of the new proposal, the initial local bow imperfection e 0,d
can be more accurately based on the slenderness dependent eq. (5.10) of EN 1993-1-1:
Where  is the imperfection factor according to The advantage of the initial local bow imperfections of Table 5 .1 of EN 1993-1-1 and of the new proposal is that they are independent of slenderness. They can therefore be easily applied in all kinds of second order analyses. However, if it is the intention to carry out GMNIA calculations by FEA, the slenderness can easily be calculated from the results of a LBA by using the same FE model as for the GMNIA. Then 
Where LT  is the imperfection factor according to Table 1 (also see [8] ) and LT  is the non-dimensional slenderness for lateral torsional buckling. In Table 1 , h is the section height, b is the section width and W el,y and W el,z are the strong and weak axis section modulus respectively. The three different imperfection approaches for LTB as shown in Table 2 have been studied in this article. A finite element model for LTB was developed and verified using several other models in literature.
With that model, the different approaches for imperfection shape and size were applied to evaluate the LTB resistances by GMNIA. Subsequently, these LTB resistances were compared with the LTB resistances according to the appropriate design rules. For the approaches 1 and 2, the design rules according to the clauses 6.3.2.1 and 6.3.2.2 of EN 1993-1-1 for the so called 'general case' were used as reference while for approach 3 the newly developed design rules according to [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] were used. This article is based on research work as reported in [9] and is an extended and updated version of the conference paper [10] .
Scope
The imperfection study in this article is carried out for hot-rolled class 1 and 2 IPE, HEA, and HEB sections. The fillet radius between web and flanges is neglected; therefore the sections are denoted by adding an asterisk: e.g. IPE* sections. The section properties have been modified accordingly for proper comparisons. Three load cases have been considered as indicated in Fig. 1 . axis -to a reference node at the middle of the line. As such these constraints result in a cross-section which is infinitely stiff in-plane, but able to warp (limited to straight flange lines) as is shown in the bottom left part of Fig. 2 . Note that "in geometrically non-linear analysis steps, the coordinate system in which the constrained degrees of freedom are specified will rotate with the reference node" [11] .
Secondly, for fixing the beam in place, boundary conditions are applied to set displacements in y and zdirection and rotations about the x-axis zero, see Fig. 2 2 on the left.
Since beam geometry, load cases, imperfection shapes, and failure modes are symmetrical, only half the beam is modelled, applying symmetry conditions Ux=URy=URz = 0 for all nodes at the symmetry plane. Loads are applied as shown in Fig. 3 . Note that for the concentrated load, stiffeners have been applied.
Linear buckling analyses have been carried out with a Subspace solver, whereas the GMNIA simulations use a modified Riks approach for the solution, with the arc-length size selected such that smooth loaddisplacement curves were obtained.
For the GMNIA, two types of imperfection shapes, i.e. the weak axis FB mode excluding torsion and the LTB mode including torsion are applied after performing the relevant linear buckling analysis (LBA). In For validation of the finite element model, its GMNIA results were compared with results found in the literature [5, 12] , and these results were found to be in good agreement [9] . over-or underestimation.
Results

Imperfection approach 1: weak axis FB mode with size k·e 0 of Eq. (1)
The results for imperfection approach 1, with the imperfection shape based on the weak axis FB mode and the imperfection size equal to As can be seen, load case 2 (concentrated load) gives the largest discrepancies between the FEM and EC3 results. All FEM results are significantly unsafe compared to the EC3 results, meaning that k = 0.5 is a far too small value. Therefore, it was decided to adjust the k-value such that the FEM results are within the 5% limit boundaries. The analyses concentrated on load case 2 and a relative slenderness equal to 0.9, for which the influence of imperfections is substantial. Table 3 . In a similar way adjusted k-values for HEA beams were obtained [9] , also summarized in Table 3 . were obtained for IPE600* and HEA300* beams, see Fig. 11 [9] . In a similar way as described in section 5.1, required k-values were obtained [9] ; see the last column in Table 3 . The required k-values for IPE beams range now from 1.2 to 0.7 [9] , still substantially larger than 0.5, but far better than for imperfection approach 1, for which torsion was neglected, see also Fig. 10 . 
Conclusions
Three different imperfection approaches have been studied for use in geometrically and materially nonlinear analyses with imperfections for lateral torsional buckling of beams in bending.
It has been shown that imperfection approach 1, using the flexural buckling mode as imperfection shape Also imperfection approach 2, using the lateral torsional buckling mode as imperfection shape and a factor k multiplied by the initial local bow imperfection of Eq. (1) as imperfection size, requires k-values substantially larger than k = 0.5, the largest value being 1.2, indicating that this approach is an improvement over imperfection approach 1.
Consistent results were obtained for imperfection approach 3, using the lateral torsional buckling mode as imperfection shape and the initial local bow imperfection of Eq. (2) as imperfection size. This imperfection approach does not need a k-value and is advised for use in non-linear finite element analyses for lateral torsional buckling.
